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Coupling programme 
Founded in 1873, Malmedie is known today as a specialist for 
mechanical couplings in various industries. With its invention 
of the roller barrel type drum-couplings in the early 1960s, 
Malmedie became one of the global leaders for drum-couplings 
in the port crane market. Today, the roller barrel type drum-
coupling is a standard solution for the connection between 
gearbox and rope drum all over the world. Beside the roller barrel 
type drum-coupling, Malmedie produces gear-couplings and 
safety-couplings (separating torque limiters).

Increased performance and safety
With its latest model of drum couplings, the TTXs ser ies, 
Malmedie has set new standards for performance and increased 
operational safety. Permissible torque and radial loads have been 
improved by approximately 10 percent compared to the former 
series, leading to an increased lifetime in terms of replacements 
and reduced sizes in terms of new constructions. Besides that, 
Malmedie has developed the drum couplings to simplify inspection 
and maintenance. A newly designed optical wear-indicator and an 
optional patented automatic wear-detector are just two examples.  

Non-hydraulic snag load protection SOS
Together with its co-operative partner Pintsch-Bubenzer, Malmedie 
has developed a non-hydraulic snag load protection (SOS Snag 
Overload System) for STS Container Cranes. The system is based 
on Malmedie safety couplings between the motors and the reducer, 
and fast-acting brakes plus Pintsch-Bubenzer’s SOS-PLC system. 

Should a snag load occur, the coupling separates the motors 
(and therefore the high mass moment of inertia) from the gearbox 
within milliseconds, preventing the hoist drive train and crane 
structure from damage caused by high peak loads. LiTec brake 
discs from Pintsch-Bubenzer further reduce the remaining 
moment of inertia, and the fast-setting emergency brakes prevent 
the rope drums from reversing, at the same time. 

The system is an integral part of the main hoist, is lightweight 
and almost maintenance-free and retrofittable.   
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